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Notes from the Editors
After almost four years, the end of our editorship is
approaching soon. On June 1st, the new editorial team
will take over and immediately start handling all new
submissions as well as those still under review. As we
near the end, it is only natural that we take a step back
and reflect upon our editorial decisions and policies of
the past years. We faced many challenges; one we dealt
with often concerns rejected authors in times of con-
tinuously increasing number of submissions. Even
though we increased the absolute number of annually
acceptedpapers from45 in 2016 to 75 in 2019, the overall
acceptancerateremainedlow('6%in2019).Thusavast
majority of authors still face a negative outcome after
submitting to theAPSR. Compounding this issue is that
wecontinue to relyon theseveryauthors to review forus.

With regard to our limited pool of reviewers, we
compensated the higher number of submissions by in-
creasing the desk rejection rate. Arguably, at first this
upsetsmany of those authors who get desk-rejected; but,
it lowered turnaround times, which ultimately allowed
them to submit theirmanuscripts toother journals faster.
At the same time, increasing desk rejections also runs
the danger of increasing both editor bias as well as the
likelihood of rejecting papers which reviewers or the
scholarly community would have considered publica-
tion-worthy. However, we cannot have all manuscripts
reviewed, given the limited reviewer pool, so as editors
wehave tobecautiousnot tooverloadourreviewerswith
work. In fact, we have stressed the importance of helpful
feedback authors receive from our peer review process
and even if a paper is ultimately rejected, the review
process may nonetheless increase the prospects of
publication in other outlets.

This brings us to this issue’s Notes from the Editors in
which we take a closer look at manuscripts that were
rejected at the APSR.1 Specifically, we are interested in
whether they were eventually published in one of the two
other main generalist political science journals, the
American Journal of Political Science (AJPS) and the
Journal of Politics (JoP). By doing so, we want shed light
on three questions. First, were the editors’ decisions jus-
tified based on the recommendations of the reviews the
manuscripts received? Second, how do rejected articles
perform incomparison to those thatwepublished in terms
of their impact in the scientific community? Finally, is
there any indication that the review process of theAPSR
motivates authors to incorporate changes their papers
after rejection?

To answer the first question we calculate a score for
the combination of a manuscript’s reviewer recom-
mendations. This allows to evaluate whether articles
published in the APSR received more positive recom-
mendations compared to those which were initially
rejected but later published in AJPS or JoP. Secondly,

we focus on the number of citations they receive.
Though not perfect, it is a commonly-used measure to
assess the quality of and interest in a journal’s publi-
cation record. Reflecting on our own decisions, com-
paring rejected and elsewhere-published articles with
APSR’s publications may help us shed light on whether
APSR editors and reviewers have been able to detect
and publish articles that are of major interest to the
discipline. Finally, we compare the textual similarity of
the abstracts we desk-rejected and rejected-after-
review to those published in AJPS or JoP. Although we
cannot measure whether a change of the abstract im-
proved the papers, this comparison can indicate
whether and to what extent authors changed their
papers when they received reviews or not.

Data for the analysis is taken from our Editorial
Manager database. We identified 491 submissions
which were rejected by the APSR but were accepted
either at the AJPS (N 5 231) or the JoP (N 5 260).2

Interestingly, having a total of 10,344 rejected sub-
missions in our database before December 1st, 2019
corresponds nicely to a share of 4.7%of rejected papers
that were still published in one of the two major other
generalist political science journals.

Figure 1 shows the annual share of previously
rejected papers among publications both in the AJPS
and the JoP since 2011.3 The average share is higher in
the AJPS (35%) than in the JoP (27%). With the ex-
ception of 2017, we observe an increasing trend of
rejected papers among publications in the AJPS over
time.Keep inmind that the impact factor of theAJPShas
also increased inrecentyears.Broadlyspeaking, thereare
two possible interpretations that can follow from this
correlation. One, the average quality of submissions that
the APSR receives is increasing, making it also more
likely that rejectedmanuscripts not onlymake it into one
of the other top journals, but also contribute to their
impact factors. Two, it is an indication of flaws in the
review process of the APSR, for example, when our
editors and reviewers fail to detect high quality papers
which are then published in the other journals (and raise
their impact factor after being highly cited while ours

1 For simplicity, after this point, unless stated otherwise, rejected
manuscripts refer to those that were initially submitted to the APSR
and then rejected by our editors with or without review.

2 Specifically, we took all 10,344 manuscripts submitted after July 1,
2007 and were rejected before December 1, 2019. In order to merge
rejected papers to publications inAJPS and JoP, we downloaded a list
of all publications in these two journals during the period 2007–19 (as
of November 30, 2019). We retrieved their citation count as of No-
vember 19, 2019 from the Web of Science. Then, we merged manu-
scripts andpublicationsbasedon theauthorship. Inafirst step,wekept
those manuscripts with an overlap of at least 50% of words in the
intersection of words in the titles of the rejected manuscript and the
published manuscript. In a second step, we calculated the cosine
distance of the abstracts and manually coded whether rejected
manuscripts and publications were identical for all cases with a cosine
distance of at least 0.25.
3 Weonly showdata since 2011 to increase comparability of the results
because manuscripts rejected in our journal during 2007–08 may still
have needed a couple of years to get published in other journals.
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declinesor increasesatadifferent rate).Thismaypossibly
be an unintended consequence of a higher desk rejection
rate where less time and fewer people are involved in the
decision. The latter interpretation would, however, be
worrying for us as editorswho aim to identify and publish
workof outstandingmerit and, therefore, calls for further
examination.

We start by asking whether rejected-after-review
manuscripts received more negative reviewer recom-
mendations when handled by our journal. Typically,
a manuscript under review receives on average three
written reports. Additionally reviewers provide the
editors one of four recommendations, accept, minor
revisions, major revisions, and reject, which results in
various combinations of recommendations given the
number of reviews. Following Bravo et al. (2018), we
calculate a review score based on the first round review
recommendations of each manuscript in our sample.
The score estimates the “value” of a given combination
of recommendations, accounting for the possible set of
recommendations that are both clearly better and
clearly worse. Being bound between 0 and 1, it allows
the comparison of scores for manuscripts which re-
ceived a different number of reviewers:

reviewScoreoptimistic ¼ #worse
#better þ #worse

: (1)

Figure 2 shows that the average review score of
manuscriptspublished in theAPSRbetween2007and2019
is more than twice as high as the average score for manu-
scripts thatwere rejectedandeventually published in either
theAJPS or JoP. It is a reassuring finding that our editors’

decisions are not completely random but seem to be based
on the reviewer recommendations a manuscript receives.

Our secondquestion askswhether theAPSRhas been
rejectingpaperswhicharehighly cited inothergeneralist
political science journals. To do so, we calculate the
relative difference between the average number of
citations thatmanuscripts published in theAPSR receive
and those rejected by theAPSR but published in theAJPS
or the JoP. Figure 3 presents the percentage difference of
the relative difference by year of publication. Rejected
paperswhichwerepublished in the JoParegenerally less
cited than theaverageAPSRpublication. In contrast, the
AJPS published a number of previously rejected papers
between 2014 and 2016 which were cited more than our
own publications. What stands particularly out in the
chart is the year 2015 when the average number of
citations of previously rejected manuscripts was almost
150% higher than the average paper published in the
APSR in the sameyear.Yet, the trend reversedand since
2018 the average APSR publication is again more often
cited than rejected papers published in either AJPS or
JoP. We carefully interpret this as a sign that APSR
editors are able to identify and publish articles that are of
generalist interest to our scholarly community.

Finally, are desk-rejected papers cited less than
papers that were rejected after a round of review at the
APSR? This is what we would expect if our desk re-
jection decisions filter out articles that are in fact of less
interest to our discipline or provide a smaller, more
field-specific contribution. For this analysis, we focus on
manuscripts that were solely handled by our editorial
team since we took over on August 26, 2016 (the first
issue under full responsibility of our team decisions was

FIGURE 1. Share of Previously Rejected Manuscripts Among Publications in the AJPS and
the JoP
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published in February 2018). Comparing the average
number of citations of the 55 papers which were later
published in the AJPS or JoP by the decision term
suggests that we did not desk reject manuscripts that
were more cited than those which were sent out for
review. The average number of citations of desk-
rejected manuscripts published in the AJPS or JoP is

0.6, while it is on average 1.4 citations for manuscripts
that received feedback.While being suggestive, we take
these numbers as another indication that our editorial
policy worked and we do not make unjustified decision
with respect to our desk rejections—at least on average.

Another question is whether our review process
impacts the papers, which were rejected at the APSR

FIGURE 3. Relative Difference in the Average Number of Citations

FIGURE 2. (Optimistic) Review Score (Bounded Between [0, 1]) for Manuscripts that Were Under
Review at theAPSR andWere Then Either Published in theAPSR or Rejected and Later Published at the
AJPS or JoP
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and later published in other generalist political science
journals. To answer this question we compare the ab-
stract of desk-rejected manuscripts with those rejected-
after-review by the APSR to the one of the same
manuscript after it was published in oneof the other two
generalist journals. From our experience, one of the
main reasons why reviewers refrain from recom-
mending publication in the APSR is the lack of a the-
oretical or empirical puzzle and, correspondingly, the
lack of a convincing frame. Therefore, we focus on the
first two sentences of each abstract where the frame and
research puzzle is typically stated. For comparison, we
calculate two text similarity metrics, the Cosine simi-
larity and Jaccard similarity.4 As shown in Figure 4, the
text similarity of abstracts is higher for desk-rejected
manuscripts than for manuscripts that were rejected-

after-review, regardless of themeasure. Put differently,
the first two sentences of published abstracts differ
on averagemore between the abstracts when it rejected
at the APSR after being sent out for review. It may be
an indication that the review process in the APSR
helps authors to re-structure and re-frame their
manuscripts as we have suggested in previous Notes
from the Editors.
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FIGURE 4. Text Distance of the First Two Sentences Between Abstracts of Manuscripts Previously
Rejected at the APSR and Then Published in the AJPS or JoP

4 Cosine similarity measures the cosine of angle between two vectors
of term frequency. The Jaccard similiarity is amore intuitivemeasure,
being defined as the size of intersection in words divided by size of
union of two sets of words. In contrast to the cosine measure, it is
independent of term frequency.
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